
Math 127 Homework

Mary Radcliffe

Due 7 May 2018

Complete the following problems. Fully justify each response.

1. Let (Ω,P) be a probability space. Prove that for all A ⊆ Ω, P (Ω\A) =
1− P (A).

2. Let (Ω,P) be a probability space, and let A,B ⊆ Ω. Prove the following:

(a) For all ω ∈ Ω, iA∪B(ω) = iA(ω) + iB(ω)− iA(ω)iB(ω)

(b) For all ω ∈ Ω, iAc(ω) = 1− iA(ω).

(c) For all ω ∈ Ω, iA\B(ω) = iA(ω)(1− iB(ω))

3. You play the following game with a friend: You flip a fair coin 5 times. If
it comes up heads, your friend gives you a dollar, and if it comes up tails,
you give your friend a dollar. What is the probability that you end the
game with more money than you started with?

4. You have a drawer containing 6 socks, 3 black and 3 white. Every day for
3 days, you take 2 socks at random out of the drawer.

(a) What is the probability that you choose k matching pairs of socks,
for any choice of k between 0 and 3?

(b) What is the expected number of matching pairs of socks you pick?

5. You get a job after college as a public pollster. Each week, you select
1000 people from the country at random and ask them if they approve or
disapprove of the job the president is doing. You then report the average
approval in a news article.

(a) Explain how the average approval you report can be seen as a random
variable.

(b) What distribution does your random variable follow? Why? What
do the parameters represent?

(c) Without calculating, discuss (mathematically!) how you could con-
sider the question of accuracy in your poll.

6. Use the fact that ∑
n∈N

nxn−1 =
1

(1− x)2

to calculate the expected value a geometrically distributed random vari-
able.

7. Suppose you have a box containing 3 coins. Two of these coins are normal,
but one is a trick coin that has both sides as heads. You pick a coin and
flip it twice.
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(a) What is the probability that you get heads twice?

(b) Suppose the coin shows heads twice. What is the probability that it
is the trick coin?

8. Let (Ω,P) be a probability space, and let U1, U2, . . . , Um be a partition of
Ω. Let A,B ⊆ Ω. Suppose that for all k with 1 ≤ k ≤ m, we have the
property that

P (A ∩B|Uk) = P (A|Uk)P (B|Uk) .

(This property is called conditional independence with respect to Uk.)
Suppose, moreover, that B is independent from Uk for all k.

Prove that A and B are independent.
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